Waving the Flag: Green & Caring Site Commitment

Our Green & Caring Site Commitment programme recognises those projects that have achieved a high standard beyond what our client requires or the government mandates. Projects that exemplify the green and caring culture at Gammon are awarded a Green & Caring Flag to fly over their worksites. Since the launch of the programme in mid June 2011, a total of 54 sites have participated in the Green & Caring Site Commitment programme and 6 sites have been awarded the Flag with outstanding performance in 10 criteria.

MTRC West Island Line (Contract 704 & 705), Hong Kong
- 80%+ of inert material (617,872 tonnes) reused
- Extensive noise and dust mitigation
- Caring Ambassadors for the community
- Good housekeeping and tidiness
- Energy-efficient office (Project 705)
- Playground equipment from site clearance donated to Crossroads charity (Project 705)
- Worker-defined rest areas

Redevelopment of Kwun Tong Swimming Pool Complex and Kwun Tong Recreation Ground, Hong Kong
- Well-planned site setup, enhanced site tidiness and cleanliness
- Material storage, planting zones and other facilities clearly demarcated
- 12 photovoltaic panels for the site office
- Excellent cable management
- Safe access and egress for all workfronts

Wan Chai Development Phase II – Central-Wan Chai Bypass over MTR Tsuen Wan Line, Hong Kong
- Daily cleaning of harbour
- Measures to prevent pollution of harbour
- Safe access to and barriers at marine work fronts
- Off-street loading area
- Efficient temporary works design used less material

Design, Construction and Completion of ChinaTown Station and associated Tunnels and DownTown Line, Phase 1, Singapore
- Community Caring Plan
- 50% energy savings through energy audit
- Mobile hoarding and transparent noise screens
- Over 5 million accident-free man-hours
- LTA Annual Safety Award 2011 Certificate of Merit
- LTA Construction Environmental Excellence Award, 2011 Winner

Electrical Systems for Marina Coastal Expressway, Singapore
- Special flag earned for a green site office
- Internal environmental trading scheme
- Energy-efficient design and occupancy sensors
- “Lights Off” lunchtime